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Abstract. In recent years, big data has exploded in the communications indus-
try, especially in the 4G industry card data. However, the large amount of data
and processing dimensions of 4G industry card data incur a large overhead of
query performance. In order to improve its query efficiency, this paper studies
the impact of data organization on query performance, and proposes a data orga-
nization framework suitable for 4G industry card data. The proposed framework
integrates data organization patterns of Spark SQL and HBase+ Phoenix, and can
automatically select the appropriate data organization for different business types.
The experimental results show that the proposed data organization framework
improves the query efficiency by 35.35% on average.

Keywords: Query efficiency · Data organization · Spark SQL · HBase +
Phoenix

1 Introduction

The big data in communication areas represented by 4G industry card data is exploding,
which drives its processing technology transferring from traditional single- machine
processing to distributed cluster processing. Although distributed frameworks such as
Hadoop [1] and Spark [2] can significantly improve computing efficiency, there are also
some limitations. On one hand, 4G industry card data is standard structured data, hence
its business requirements are flexible and often require complex operations such as full
table scans, row-by-row calculations, and a large number of multi-dimensional statistics
and multi-table associations. On the other hand, its solutions such as Hadoop-based
solutions typically use data warehousing [3] or NoSQL [4] to store data. Due to their
distributed implementation nature, the support for OLAP and OLTP [5] is not as good as
that of relational databases [6],i.e.,they are not fully compatible with CURD operations
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(Create, Update, Retrieve, Delete), and complex association operations (Union, Join,
Group by, etc.). For instance, the Partition file based calculation process of Spark SQL
[7] makes it difficult to modify or delete a single record; while HBase [8], the typical
representative of NoSQL database, can quickly retrieve a single record, but is not good
as Spark SQL in supporting complex association operations [9].

In order to improve the processing efficiency of 4G industry card data, this paper
studies the impact of data organization structure on query performance, and proposes an
integrated data organization framework, which improves the processing efficiency of 4G
industry card data significantly, i.e., reducing the average processing time by 35.35%.
The proposed framework is of great importance for improving processing performance
of Spark SQL structured data, and provides reference for the processing of IoT data and
5G industry card data. The main contributions of this work are as follows.

• The Spark API for reading and writing Parquet files has been improved significantly
based on inheritance, overwriting and reflection.

• By establishing the secondary index of Spark SQL file through Hbase+ Phoenix, and
combining the data of Spark and Hbase, the query speed of 4G industry card data is
accelerated greatly.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes relatedwork. Section 3
presents the data organization structure of 4G industry card, and shows the differences
between Spark and Hbase when processing 4G industry card data both theoretically and
experimentally. Section 4 analyzes the data organization of Spark SQL, compares the
impact of different formats, and improves the Parquet read-write API. Section 5 analyzes
the data organization of HBase and compares the effects of different formats. Section 6
integrates Spark SQL with Hbase to form an improved data organization framework. In
Sect. 7, we conclude the paper.

2 Related Work

The Hadoop + Spark based solution usually builds a data warehouse on HDFS and
queries it with Hive/Spark SQL.

However, due to the Partition file-based operation granularity of Spark SQL, the
query speed is slow without index. Besides, a certain record can not be modified and
deleted flexibly, and it is easy to have memory exception. Therefore, many researcher
s are working on the improvement of storage methods, for a better query performance.
E.g., columnar compression storage formats such as Parquet [10], ORC [11], and RCFile
[12] have been confirmed to be effective in filtering unnecessary fields, compressing files
and improving query efficiency.

However, when the amount of data to be processed is large for columnar compression
storage format, the query is still slow due to the lack of primary keys and indexes in tables
of Spark SQL. Spark SQL has provided file partitioning and bucketing strategy. Based
on this, [13] proposed an adaptive data partitioning scheme to improve query efficiency.
In addition, a set of OLAP schemes for big data in the power industry is proposed in [14],
in which a fine-grained index structure (TrieIndex) based on prefix tree is established.
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The above studies are based on the built-in datawarehouse of Spark SQL, but the data
warehouse does not support the update and delete operations of data as the database,
since the data warehouse is only logical, not a physical database. As column-based
physical database [15], HBase supports CURD operations better. But Hbase only has
Rowkey-based indexes. When it comes to multi-dimensional complex associations, the
efficiency is very low. To address this issue, a Solr-based Hbase massive data secondary
index scheme is proposed in [16]. Besides, a secondary index is established for Hbase
[8], such that the query efficiency can be improved.

AlthoughHbase hasmanyAPIs, it is necessary to use Phoenix [17] to perform simple
queries using SQL statements. Complex queries are still not implemented. Therefore,
the SQL compiler was rebuilt in [9], but its compatibility is not as good as the Catalyst
parser built in Spark SQL [7].

Based on the above research, we consider the compressed storage format, index and
NoSQL features, then combine Spark SQL and Hbase + Phoenix to store 4G industry
card data. The proposed framework first obtains Spark SQL file information (e.g., block
size, file location, offset, etc.) through Hbase, and then accurately retrieves specific
records through the improved Parquet API.

3 4G industry Card Data Organization Analysis

The 4G industry card data covered in this paper is extracted from the mobile opera-
tor’s Long Term Evolution (LTE) network architecture. The LTE network architecture
is shown in Fig. 1, where UE, MME and HSS represent user equipment, mobility man-
agement entity, and user home subscription server, respectively. This paper focuses on
the modules of UE, HSS, MME and their signaling data s1-mme, S6a, S11, etc.

The 4G industry card data is closely related to the Internet of Things, and has certain
reference value for the processing of 5G industry card data. Based on 4G industry card

Fig. 1. LTE Network architecture.
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data, we theoretically analyze the difference between Spark SQL and HBase in the
following paragraphs.

The operational granularity of Spark SQL is Partition file. Suppose a table has a total
of n records, m Partition files, and each Partition file stores k rows of data, then we can
get the following formula.

m =
⌈n

k

⌉
(1)

where n, m, k are variables. When n is constant, m is inversely proportional to k. We first
analyze the case where n is constant.

When the size of a file reaches 128 MB (the default maximum of HDFS), the file
can store up to k’ rows of data (k’ varies with different compression algorithms). i.e.,
when k’ = kmax, m = mmin.If we want to find a specific record from n records, assume
the lookup parallelism to m’, then the query will take m/m′ rounds, that is, searching
from m’ files at the same time in each round until this particular record is found in a file.
As a result, the worst case query time complexity satisfies:

O(n) = O(
⌈ m

m′
⌉

∗ k) (2)

1. Whenm’<m,m/m′ rounds off queries are required atworst, and the time complexity
is as shown in formula (2);

2. When m’ > = m, only need to query m Partition files in one round, and the time
complexity is O(k);

It is not difficult to see that when m’ = mmax is used for query, resources has the
least impact on query performance. If m’ = m is always guaranteed, k becomes a factor
that affects query performance. Therefore, this paper focuses on reducing O(k).

When k= 1, then m= mmax, and the time complexity is O (1). But when the amount
of data is very large, such as when n → ∞, m → ∞, we cannot guarantee that the
limited cluster resources m = m’, then the query time t is proportional to m/m′.

When k = k’, then m = mmin and the cluster resources (m’) can satisfy m files in
parallel, with its time complexity being O(k). Thus when k is large, the query time t is
proportional to k. We reduce theO(k) by accurately retrieving data through the improved
Parquet API.

The above analysis is in the case that n is fixed, but the number of data rows of
the table will increase continuously in practical applications. Even if k is maximized,
m will continue to grow and be much larger than the parallelism m’, resulting that the
query bottleneck lies in O(m/m′). Hence we need to reduce m/m′ bymerging small files.
Affected by this property, the query time of Spark SQL lies in seconds or even minutes,
which is hard to achieve real-time statistical analysis.

Unlike Spark SQL based on file queries, HBase is based on a single record. Suppose
a table has n records and n rowkeys that are arranged in order. If the data is divided into
m regions and each region stores k records. The query request goes through zookeeper,
the ROOT table and the META table in order, and then locate the data in one of regions
after three requests with the time complexity of each request being O(1). In the region,
some of data is cached in memory, and the extra is written to disk.
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Assuming that each region divides the k rows data into y blocks equally. Each block
stores x records. Thenwe have x= k/y or y= k/x. There is one data block in thememory,
and y-1 data blocks in the disk. The data of each block is organized according to the tree
structure, and all the data blocks together form a large tree structure.

If the query hits the cache, then the time complexity is O(log x). Otherwise, Hbase
needs to continue to query other data blocks. The time complexity of finding the data
block is O(log (y -1)). Thus the total time complexity is:

O(n) = O(log (k/x − 1)) + O(log x) (3)

According to the above analysis, the query time overhead of Hbase is less than Spark
SQL. Since Hbase is suitable for simple random queries and Spark SQL is suitable for
complex offline analysis, we combine their advantages, that is, we use Hbase to build
an index for Spark SQL.

In order to observe the difference between Spark SQL andHbasemore intuitively, we
further compares their query performance through an experiment. The experiment estab
lishes a Partition (coarse-grained index) for the Spark SQL table to improve the retrieval
speed, and also establishes a secondary index table for Hbase by means of Phoenix.
The experiment uses the S6a interface signaling table(int s6a) in the 4G industry card
data. The table has 34 fields and about 143 million rows of data, which is partitioned
according to their time in minute and stored in Parquet format. At the same time, the
table is imported into Hbase and stored in LZ4 format. The experimental results are
shown in Fig. 2 (a).It is observed in Fig. 2 (a) that Spark SQL partition queries are faster
than no partitions, and Hbase queries are faster than Spark SQL partition queries. The
time for “get” operations in Hbase are in milliseconds. But in HBase, “count” operation
is the slowest, and more complex “max” and “sum” operations are not supported. At
the same time, the time for Phoenix to query primary key and index fields is also in
milliseconds, which is much faster than querying non-primary and non-indexed fields.

This shows that Hbase + Phoenix is significantly better than Spark SQL for simple
queries. But for complex aggregation operations such as count(), sum(), max(), and
“group by”, etc., it is not as good as Spark SQL. So neither of them are compatible
with CURD operations and complex association operations independently. We will next
analyze Spark SQL and Hbase respectively in this paper.

4 Spark SQL Data Organization

Spark SQL is a module that deal with structured data in Spark. It inherits from the Hive
data warehouse and is basically compatible with Hive syntax. A Spark SQL statement
will eventually generate an RDD to execute. The RDD loads the corresponding Partition
file to complete the calculation. In essence, the Spark SQL operate the Partition file.

From the perspective of HDFS, the data warehouse is a directory (e.g.,
/user/spark/warehouse), where the database is its first level subdirectory (e.g.,
/user/spark/warehouse/lte.db), and the table is the first level subdirectory of the database
directory (e.g., /user/spark/warehouse/lte.db/tb s6a). The real data of the table, the Parti-
tion files, however are located in the table directory. If the amount of data in the table is
large, the data will be split into multiple Partition files to store. But when the number of
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Fig. 2. The experiments of Spark SQL.

files reaches a certain level, the query speed will be seriously affected, as it is possible to
trigger a full table scan. In this case, a subdirectory under the table directory is needed
for the storage of multiple partition files, which is created as follows:

/user/spark/warehouse/lte.db/tb s6a/time = 202101
/user/spark/warehouse/lte.db/tb s6a/time = 202102
/user/spark/warehouse/lte.db/tb s6a/time = 202103

This layered directory structure plus metadata forms a logical data warehouse. The
Spark SQL statement will eventually manipulate the files in the above directory so that
Spark SQL can essentially be seen as building a layer of SQL mapping for the files. The
data size of a table is defined as:

F =
m∑
i=0

fi (4)

In formula (4), m represents the number of Partition files, fi represents the size of the
ith file. It can be seen that the key to the data organization of the data warehouse is the
Partition file itself. In order to compress the file size and improve the query speed, we can
change the format of the Partition file, such as Text, SequenceFile [5], Avro [7], Parquet,
ORC, etc., and can also cooperate with compression algorithms, such as GZIP, LZO,
SNAPPY, LZIP, etc. In addition, there are two main ways to organize files: row-oriented
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storage and column-oriented storage. Text, SequenceFile, Avro, are all stored in a row
format, while Parquet, ORC, are all stored in a column format. Row-oriented storage
incurs larger read-write overhead, compared to column-oriented storage.

In order to present the impact on the performance brought by different storage for-
mats, we select 4 different file formats for comparison. Two of them are SequenceFile
and Avro in row-oriented storage and the other two are Parquet and ORC in column-
oriented storage. We compare them to the default Text format. The compressed data size
is shown in Fig. 2 (b).

As can be seen from Fig. 2(b), compared to the default text format (Text), the ORC
file size is the smallest and the Parquet file size is the second. In order to further test
the query performance of the above five storage formats, we select four SQL statements
as shown in Table 1 to conduct experiments, and the experimental results are shown in
Fig. 2(c).

It is observed in Fig. 2(c) that the Parquet format gains the fastest query speed for the
four different SQL statements, followed by the ORC format. The query time of Avro,
SequenceFile and Text stored in rows is much slower than Parquet and ORC that stored
in columns. In addition, as can be seen from Fig. 2(b), although ORC saves more space
than Parquet, the query time of Parquet is faster than ORC. This is because Parquet
files are generated by different tools with different performance. The performance of
Parquet files generated by Spark SQL is optimal [10], which means that ORC format
performs better on Hive, and Parquet format performs better on Spark SQL. Therefore,
we will focus on the structure of Parquet and its impact on query performance. Although
Parquet’s comprehensive performance is optimal, its read and write speed is seriously
limited to Spark’s DataFrameReader and DataFrameWriter APIs.We analyze the source
code of the Parquet file, and then override the Parquet Read-API and Parquet Write-API
by inheritance.

The Parquet format is a nestable structure. We take the characteristics of the 4G
industry card table (tb_imsi_tel) as an example, as shown in Table 2.

The “info” of Table 2 represents a composite field, which contains two sub-contents.
The schema information of a nested structure is as follows:

message tb_imsi_tel 

{required int64 IMSI;  

repeated int64 TelNum;  

repeated group info 

{optional binary CreateTime (UTF8);  

optional binary APN (UTF8);}} 

The binary and UTF8 in the Parquet format represent the string type, and the int64
represents the long type. If the schema is converted into a tree, the table name tb_imsi_tel
is the root node, IMSI, TelNum,CreateTime,APN are its leaf nodes, and info is the branch
node. That is, the basic types (e.g., int, long, string, etc.) are used as leaf nodes, which
store values, and the composite type (group) is used as the branch node, which does not
contain values.
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Table 1. Test SQL statement

Sql1 with tab a as (select from 

unixtime(cast(startdate/1000000 as 

int),"yyyy-MM-dd") as etl_date,city as city_id,sum(1) 

as http_req_times,sum(case when code > 0 and code < 

400 then 1 else 0 end) as http_rsp_succ_times,sum(case 

when code <= 0 or code >= 400 then 1 else 0 end) as 

http_fail_times,sum(case when code > 0 and code < 400 

then responsetime else 0 end) as 

http_rsp_succdelay,sum(responsetime) as 

first_rsp_delay from tb_sque where p_app = 5 and 

apptype = 5 group by from_unixtime(cast(startdate / 

1000000 as int), "yyyy-MM-dd"), city) select 

a.etl_date,a.city_id,case when http_req_times > 0 then 

round(http_rsp_succ_times/http_req_times*100, 2) 

else 0 end as http_rsp_succ_rate,case when 

http_rsp_succ_times > 0 then 

round(first_rsp_succdelay / http_rsp_succ_times / 

1000, 2) else 0 end as 

http_rsp_succdelay,http_req_times as total 

http_req_times,http_rsp_succ_times as total 

http_rsp_succ_times,first_rsp_succdelay as 

total_first_rsp_succdelay,first_rsp_delay as 

total_first_rsp_delay from tab a a;

Sql2 select count(1) from tb squre;

Sql3 select responsetime,windowsize,version from tb_squre

where startdate >= 1515628800000000 and enddate <= 

1515718800000000;

Sql4 select apn,count(1) from tb squre group by apn

Table 2. Tb imsi tel table information

Column name Datatype Description

IMSI int64 International Mobile
Subscriber Identification Number

TelNum int64 User phone number

info.CreateTime string Creation time

info.APN string Bind APN name

“required” indicates that the field appears once, “repeated” indicates 0 ormore times,
and “optional” indicates that the field appears 0 or 1 times. The basic type of data, the
leaf node, also contains three attributes: (Repetition level, Definition level, value). When
traversing the tree, we need to rely on Repetition level and Definition level to get the
value. As the field is defined in the leaf node, when traversing the path of a field from the
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root node, the depth when a node is empty (undefined) is usually taken as the Definition
level of the field. The repetition level indicates at which depth the field is repeated.

Spark SQL will read these meta information to organize the data. However,
DataFrameReader and DataFrameWriter have very slow read and write speed due to
their own defects. Therefore, we first uses the reflection technique to construct the
schema information of the table dynamically. Then we rewrite ParquetReader and Par-
quetReader API. Finally, the improved API is called by multithreading to read and write
Parquet files in parallel.

Regarding the unity and scalability of API, the structural definitions of Read API and
WriteAPI are consistent in this paper. They share reflectionmodules bean2Schema() and
reflectBean(). In order to make it easier to distinguish, we stipulate that custom classes
inherit from the original API class with the prefix “My”. For example,MyParquetReader
inherits from ParquetReader and follows the original inheritance relationship. The main
steps to improve Read API are as follows:

1. Customize a classMyParquetReader.class, which inherits fromParquetReader.class.
We construct objects by using builder mode(Builder) to create ReadSupport;

2. Customize a inner class MyBuilder of MyParquetReader.class, which inherits from
ParquetReader. Builder;

3. Customize a class MyParquetReadSupport.class, which inherits from Parque-
tReadSupport.class. We use this class to receive and parse schema;

4. Create the schema by reflection. MessageType schema = bean2Schema(T.class);
5. Create the handle of ParquetReader. ParquetReader < String[] > pqReader = new

MyBuilder(new Path(inPath),schema).build();
6. Traverse the source file and turn each of the original records into an array of strings.

String[] array = reflectBean(stu);
7. Use the handle of ParquetReader to read every line: pqReader.read(array).

The main steps of the improved Write API in this paper are as follows:

1. Customize a class MyParquetWriter.class, which inherits from
ParquetWriter.class.We construct objects by using builder mode(Builder) to create
ReadSupport;

2. Customize a inner class MyBuilder of MyParquetWriter, which inherits from
ParquetWriter. Builder;

3. Customize a classMyParquetWriteSupport.class, which inherits fromParquetWrite-
Support.class. We use this class to receive and parse schema;

4. Create the schema by reflection. MessageType schema = bean2Schema(T.class);
5. Create the handle of ParquetWriter. ParquetWriter < String[] > pqReader = new

MyBuilder(new Path(inPath),schema).build();
6. Traverse the source file and turn each of the original records into an array of strings.

String[] array = reflectBean(stu);
7. Use the handle of ParquetWriter to write every line into disk: pqWriter.write(array).

Among them, the key code that creates MessageType automatically by using reflec-
tion technology of JavaBean is encapsulated in method bean2Schema(). Its flow chart is
shown in Fig. 3(a).
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Fig. 3. The experiments of improved API.

In addition, the key code to convert the object into a string is encapsulated in the
method reflectBean(), and its flowchart is shown in Fig. 3(b).

In order to verify the performance of the improved API in this paper, we compare it
with the default method of Spark. As is shown in Fig. 3(c), the results show that nomatter
which method is used, writing data is slower than reading data. Besides, the improved
API in this paper is faster than Spark’s default API in both writing and reading data.

The improved read-write API will be used in the data organization framework such
that it can ensure the fast read and write speed of large-scale 4G industry card data
storage.

5 HBASE Data Organization

As a physical database, the table of Hbase has both logical model and physical model,
which is different from the logical Spark SQL. Hbase’s data organization is based on
the LSM tree structure, where data is located by key-value pairs, that is, by using the
combination key< rowkey, columnfamily, column- name, timestamp>, the unique value
Cell can be located. A logical view of its data is shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Logical view of the Hbase table

RowKey Timestamp cf1 cf2

name age class addr

rowkey1 t3 Bob 23

t2 Bob English

t1 Bob Beijing

rowkey1 t5 Nick Math

t4 Nick

The data shown in Table 3 looks like a nested Json string from Json’s perspective:

{ rowkey1:

 [cf1:name:Bob,age:23, 

cf2:class: English,addr: Beijing ], 

 rowkey2:[cf1:name: Nick, cf2:class:Math ]} 

In order to improve the query performance ofHbase,we first synchronously associate
Phoenix with Hbase such that both Hbase API and Phoenix API point to the same table.
On the basis of synchronous correlation, then we use Phoenix to index the non-Rowkey
fields of Hbase table in order to greatly improve the speed of random query. Take the
table tb imsi tel in Table 2 as an example, the relationship between the two structures is
illustrated as follows:

1. We first create the table tb imsi tels in Phoenix, which is displayed as table TB IMSI
TEL (capitalized by default). Thereafter, Hbase automatically associates the table.
The structure of the table is as follows:

create table tb imsi tel ( 

IMSI varchar not null primary key, 

TelNum varchar, 

CreateTime varchar, APN varchar ); 

2. Then we look up the table TB IMSI TEL from Hbase shell. The structure of the table
is shown in Figure4(a).

From Fig. 4(a), we can see that the primary key IMSI of table tb imsi tel in Phoenix
corresponds to the default name ROW of RowKey in HBase. The default column cluster
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Fig. 4. The structure of tb imsi tel.

is 0, the colon is followed by the column name in hexadecimal, and the value indicates
the value of the column. That is to say, Hbase’s RowKey corresponds to the primary key
of Phoenix, and column cluster: column name corresponds to the column of Phoenix.

However, this association is not intuitive, so we should first create the table tb imsi
tel in Hbase and then create the same named table tb imsi tel in Phoenix (table names
and fields should be double quoted). The advantage is that the columns in the Hbase
table are created manually and correspond to that of Phoenix table one by one. The data
structure of the table tb imsi tel in Hbase is shown in Fig. 4(b).

Thenwe create the associated table tb imsi tel in Phoenixwith the following structure:

create table “tb_imsi_tel” (
IMSI varchar not null primary key,  
“cf”.“TelNum” varchar,
“cf”. “CreateTime” varchar,
“cf”. “APN” varchar );

By this way, the corresponding column in Hbase is no longer a transcoded hexadec-
imal character, but a manually specified column name. Therefore, when we write the
program, we can get the specified column name directly from the Hbase native API.

Then we test how the table files in Hbase are organized. Hbase does not compress
data blocks by default (that is, the default storage format is set to NONE). In order to
compress the storage space and improve the query speed, alternative compressed formats
such as GZ, LZ4, LZO, SNAPPY can be used. For simplicity, we choose easy-to-use GZ,
LZ4 in our experiment, and compare themwith the default NONE format in terms of file
size and query speed. Two different scale tests are extracted from the same table, which
are 1 million rows of data and 10 million rows of data, respectively. The experimental
results are shown in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b).

As shown in Fig. 5(a), GZ compression saves the most space compared to NONE,
and LZ4 compression is in the middle.
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Fig. 5. The experiments of HBase.

In Fig. 5(b), the query time for LZ4 is the fastest, while the query time for GZ with
high compression ratio is relatively slow. As a result, in order to balance storage space
and query time, we choose the LZ4 format to store the tables in Hbase.

To further verify the performance of LZ4 format, the reading and writing experiment
of LZ4 file is carried out. For the Hbase writing test, we test different import schemes for
1 million pieces of data, such as single-thread batch insertion, multi-thread Put, thread
pool Put, MapReduce import and Spark import. The experimental results are shown in
Fig. 5(c).

It is observed in Fig. 5(c) that there is little difference in write time between using
Phoenix SQL insertion and using Hbase API for Put in the case of multithreading and
single- threading. 50 to 100 threads have the fastest write speed and single thread has
the slowest write speed. In addition, the experimental results show that the import speed
of MapReduce is poor while Spark BulkLoad is the fastest. This is because Spark skips
the Hbase API and directly generates the required data file (HFile).

For the Hbase reading experiment, we test different reading methods under 1 million
pieces of data based on LZ4 format, such as Phoenix SQL read, Spark JDBC read,
Spark phoenix read, Hbase to RDD mode, Hbase scan mode. The experimental results
are shown in Fig. 5(d).

As shown in Fig. 5(d), using Phoenix SQL to read the specified field is the fastest,
as well as Hbase scan. There is little difference between Spark JDBC and RDD, and the
slowest is Spark Phoenix.

As Hbase has the advantage of data retrieval (in milliseconds), we combine Hbase
with Phoenix to create an index for Spark SQL to improve the query speed of Spark
SQL, i.e., for each record of Spark SQL, store the metadata information such as file path,
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block location, size, etc., in Hbase, and set up the associated table and secondary index
through Phoenix. This will be shown in the next section.

6 Improved Data Organization Framework

We integrate Spark SQL and HBase to form an overall data organization framework.
As shown in Fig. 6(a), the framework combines Hbase with Phoenix to build an index
for Spark SQL data, and then retrieve the data accurately through the improved Parquet
API, which greatly improves the processing speed of the data.

As shown in Fig. 6(a), the data organization framework is as follows. First of all,
we use Spark to collect the original signaling data from the server. After ETL and
compression, we store it in the data warehouse of HDFS. When writing to the data
warehouse, we synchronize the data with Hbase, including the file path, block location,
offset, size and other necessary information of each data. Then we set up the associated
table and secondary index through Phoenix.

When the foreground command retrieves the data, we first locate the data in the data
warehouse through Phoenix, and then load the corresponding data block file to obtain
the needed data. The main steps are as follows:

We associate the table structure of Spark SQL and H- base + Phoenix to realize the
mapping relationship;

When traversing the data, we extract the parquet file information of the Spark SQL
block file and return the file name, size, file location and offset corresponding to the
data;

Get the query field to which the data will be written and combine it with the parquet
file information;

Use improved Parquet API to write data and file information into Spark SQL and
Hbase respectively;

Use Phoenix to establish a secondary index for multiple query fields, so as to speed
up the retrieval speed.

The improved data organization scheme in this paper mainly integrates the random
query advantage of Hbase with the statistical analysis ability of Spark SQL. We store
the file information of Spark SQL in Hbase, and use Phoenix to speed up retrieval. In
order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed scheme, we select 500 thousand rows of
data from the S6a table to carry out the experiment. The experimental results are shown
in Fig. 6(b).

We can see that the proposed scheme greatly improves the speed of data retrieval.We
compare precise search with fuzzy query. The results show that there is little difference
in query speed before the improvement, but with the proposed scheme, the query speed
is obviously improved, especially for the precise search.

We use Hbase and Phoenix to schedule Parquet le information. Since the random
query in Hbase is in milliseconds, the time cost of locating a Partition file is also in
milliseconds. Then we use the improved Parquet interface to load the data. With the
improved Spark interface, the worst-case time complexity of reading a Partition file on
a specific node and looking up qualified data in that file is just O(n), where n represents
the number of records in a Partition file. Assuming that a table has k Partition files, the
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Fig. 6. The experiments of improved data organization framework.

maximum time overhead under the Spark default query mechanism is O(n*k). That is,
the integrated data organization framework reduces the time cost to 1

k of the original.
In addition, we compare the proposed data organization framework with Hive, Hive

index and Spark partition, where Hive is the mainstream offline processing engine.
Because Spark SQL and Hive are mostly compatible, and the schema information of the
two is exactly the same, it is easy tomigrate 4G industry card data to the Hive warehouse.
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 6(c).

It is observed that the proposed data organization framework has the shortest query
time. Hive’s query time is relatively long due to its MapReduce engine – when the hive
database uses an index query, it first looks for the offset of the field in the index table,
and then retrieves the data from the original table, among which process, the size of
HDFS Read is about 6.874 GB and the size of HDFS Write is about 12.0313 GB. But
the original data after compression is only 98.6 MB, which shows the great advantages
of our single threaded and multithreaded API.

In addition, since data distribution in Sparkmay spanmultiple partitions, the partition
retrieval process may trigger a full table scan during a fuzzy query. If the retrieval data is
concentrated in a partition, the retrieval speed will be further accelerated. To sum up, the
improved data organization framework in this paper has certain advantages in reading,
writing and querying data.
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7 Conclusion

The different data organizationmethods have a large impact on query performance in big
data environment. We analyze and test the data organization of Spark SQL and Hbase
respectively. In view of the various needs of 4G industry card data business, such as full
table scanning, line-by-line calculation, a large number of multi-dimensional statistics,
multi-table association, etc., we propose an integrated data organization scheme. The
scheme fully considers the data storage format and improves the read, write and index
methods, which greatly accelerate the processing speed of 4G industry card data.

In order to further improve the speed and compress the storage space, we will
optimize the performance of proposed data organization framework in future.
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